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coreldraw can also be used online, using the new connect collaboration features. this tool can be used to create and share collaborative graphics and photos. and if you are a professional in creating graphics, you can now keep in touch with clients and colleagues via a new quick service, which lets you quickly update linkedin, twitter, and facebook contacts to show
that you are working even when you are far away from your desktop. you can stay up to date with any important news, communicate with colleagues, and develop professional relationships with clients and colleagues around the globe. coreldraw graphics suite x5 provides superb image editing, web design and animation tools, plus a multitude of additional useful
features like drawing tools and a complete set of professional publishing, communication and business tools. with the coreldraw graphics suite x5, you can create, edit, and save 3d and 2d graphics. you can create and use all types of shapes including freeform shapes. coreldraw also offers an extensive selection of free, royalty-free 2d and 3d content, including
microsoft clipart and microsoft office content. you can easily design and publish professional presentations, flyers, and posters using coreldraw. you can even work online from anywhere in the world while you work in your template. plus, you can use coreldraw to create extensive database content. this new layout will also work with double- and triple-page templates,
and allows you to include more than one content area in a page. using these new templates, you can now create common book layouts that are easy to read and navigate.
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"coreldraw also has a team of photoshop certified experts that specialize in video, animation, photography, illustration, layout, and more. plus, they've recently released a blog that answers all the most frequently asked questions and looks back at the past. why coreldraw? because it's one of the most trusted brands in the world, with a reputation for quality and
innovation that extends across applications. coreldraw gives you all the tools you need to create any kind of graphics you can dream up, from incredibly sophisticated vector illustrations to video editing that's second to none. coreldraw has it all: you can use it to plan, create, test, and deliver your ideas. it's easy to work with, and for professionals, it has the power to
be your ultimate design tool. coreldraw also integrates with other adobe products, including adobe photoshop cs3, elements, and lightroom. that way you can share graphic files with any of your favorite programs and open them in several places at once, whether you use the windows or macintosh operating system. with all this powerful and easy-to-use software at
your fingertips, you'll never have to worry about it again. editable layers - help you easily reorganize objects on a new layer or even within a layer without losing the original content and style. drag and drop - make it easy to drag objects between windows. with this command, the original content and style remains intact and it's easy to reuse content and arrange it.

smart guides - always appear where you need them, even when you're working with text, drawing, or another object that doesn't need a grid. 2d vector-alike drawing - with the 2d vector-alike drawing, users can take advantage of vector graphics and much more to make professional, clean, and beautiful graphics. supporting simple and complex shape types.
oneshape feature - ability to move the text position. calculate character spacing and horizontal line. measure character spacing. the character spacing measures the gap between characters and is extremely useful for print projects. lines and points - quickly draw lines, design flow charts, and create many more professional graphics projects. ability to create, edit, and
print complex documents. text wizard helps to create professional documents. pantones - pantone colors available in more than 20,000 hues. color picker - ability to read and edit colors using the pantone colors directly. type weights - ability to select type weights, font styles, and font colors. other vector objects - ability to use bezier curves, replace shapes, lines, and

points, added-functionality for attaching clip-art objects from the clipart library, and many more. transform, which is used to copy and move shapes. edit, which is used to edit text, and type wizard help to create professional documents. text object, which is used to format text, calculate its position, and place it at the right distance from other objects. bevel object,
which is used to design frames and shaded boxes and rounded rectangles with crisp edges. conform, which is used to draw and layout many different-shaped designs. 5ec8ef588b
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